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The incident

A  tour group with about 200 tourists from Yunnan prov-
ince arrived in Hong Kong on 15 September. The tour was

organised by a Yunnan tour operator and the Hong Kong re-
ceiving agency was Mil l ion Tour. At 8 pm on 16 September,
Million Tour called the TIC to ask for help since the balance of
the tour’s reception fees, of an amount over HK$80,000, was
due on that day but the intermediary Shenzhen agency had not
settled it yet. The TIC contacted the Shenzhen Tourism Bureau
and was told that the Shenzhen agency concerned denied hav-
ing taken the tour group.

At around 10 pm, the tour members, after visiting Golden
Bauhinia Square, could not find the Hong Kong tourist guide
and the tour coaches, and therefore thought they were abandoned.
It was later discovered that the Hong Kong guide was looking
around for the Yunnan tour escort , who was apparently an-
noyed by the guide’s repeated requests for the reception fees
and went to call the police. Just when the guide came back to
the square, the police arrived. Having to make a statement to
the police, the tour group returned to the hotel late at night.

That night, the Hong Kong guide finally extracted a prom-
ise from the Yunnan escort that the tour operator would pay the
money if the Shenzhen agency refused to do so. The tour group
travelled to Macau the next morning as scheduled and Mill ion
Tour received the money in the afternoon from a Ms You Fenglian,
whom the Hong Kong agency had been dealing with all along.
The Shenzhen authorities later found out that Ms You had posed
as staff of the Shenzhen agency and she is at large now.

Inaccurate coverage

Mill ion Tour refused to take care of the tour group be-
cause it was not paid the reception fees; the Hong Kong guide
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A misreported incident concerning a Yunnan tour
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(Editor’s note: On 16 September 2003, a Yunnan tour group was allegedly left unattended in Hong Kong. Although the investigation by the TIC revealed that
the incident was merely caused by misunderstanding, the reputation of Hong Kong’s tourism industry has already been seriously damaged by extensive and
inaccurate media coverage. We have therefore decided to give a detailed account of the incident here to set the record straight.)
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and the tour coaches left the tourists unattended; the Hong
Kong agency had not booked hotel rooms. So reported the media.
Such kinds of rough handling of facts by the media not only
leave much to be desired, but also necessitate clarification.

First, parking is forbidden at Golden Bauhinia Square and
tour coaches enter the square to pick up tourists only when their
drivers are told to do so by the tourist guide. In this incident, the
Hong Kong guide was not around because he was searching for
the “missing” Yunnan tour escort. The guide was in fact about to
send the tourists back to the hotel when the police arrived.

Second, the tour group already stayed at the Panda Hotel
when it arrived in Hong Kong on 15 September and there was
written confirmation of the bookings. Had the Hong Kong agency
not booked the rooms, how could the hotel accommodate over
200 walk-in customers late at night on 16 September? When did
factual accuracy begin to be deemed unimportant in media reportage?

The incident, put simply, was caused by mutual resent-
ment between the Hong Kong guide and the Yunnan escort
over the reception fees. The escort pointlessly reporting the
dispute to the police helped inflame the imagination of the media.
What was wrong with the Hong Kong agency turning to the
mainland tour operator for the reception fees which the inter-
mediary agency refused to pay?

Follow-up actions

To ensure no similar incident would happen again, the TIC
Board issued a directive to protect both inbound visitors and
member agencies (see “Council Bulletin” for the directive on
page 13). And the TIC and the Shenzhen Tourism Bureau reached
an agreement that if any Shenzhen’s licensed travel agency did
not pay TIC members the reception fee, the TIC would pay its
members first and the Bureau would recoup the money from
the Shenzhen agency afterwards.

The case of Million Tour was later heard by the TIC Com-
pliance Committee, which ruled that the company had not vio-
lated any rules. The China National Tourism Administration was
informed of the ruling and Million Tour was advised to be con-
siderate towards tourists while handling trade disputes in future.

Although the incident is now over, it has exposed many
deficiencies in the mainland’s outbound industry such as delays
in payment of reception fees, a lack of respect for contracts and
a large number of bogus travel agencies. If these problems were
not rectified, the victims would not only be travellers and those
law-abiding travel agencies, but the whole industry as well. 




